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NEW YEAR'S GOALS

By Aiden But ler

It is 2018, and you need a resolution. 
?What's a resolution? What should be 
my resolution?? you might be asking. 
Well let me be your guide through a 
list of resolutions. A resolution is a 
goal or decision that you make to 
improve or t ry something new. Here 
are a few you could t ry...

1. Start a meditation practice

2. Learn something new each day

3. Pick up a hobby

4. Play more

5. Eat healthier

6. Move more

7. Read more

8. Stop procrastinating. (Get things 
done early)
9. Set aside an hour a day to achieve 
your dreams

10. Spend more time in nature

11. Start doing planks every day

12. Enjoy the lit t le things

13. Learn a new skill

14. Tame your monkey mind

15. Keep a journal

Those are some great resolutions.

VALENTINE'S DAY HISTORY WINTER ACTIVITIES

LCE EVENTS

By Piper Lit t lepage

Here are 10 fun activities to do in the 
snow:

1. Snowball fights

2. Make snow angels

3. Drink hot cocoa

4. Make a snowman

5. Make a cave

6. Have a race

7. Take a black sheet of paper, then 
put it outside in the snow, later look 
at the paper so you can see the type 
of snowf lakes

8. Go sledding

9. Take a fun picture of 
you in the snow

10. Have fun!
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By Piper Lit t lepage
Here are some cool events happening in the month of January & February:

January:

3 - NO SCHOOL - Records day

4 - Classes resume

11 - Early Release - 1:25 p.m

15 - NO SCHOOL

18 - Dist rict Spelling Bee

23 - DARE Graduation

February:

2 - Third quarter midpoint

6 - Skate Night (all grade levels)

8 - Early Release - 1:25pm

14 - Valentine's Day

19 - NO SCHOOL - Presidents' Day

Trailblazer Ticket Challenge - All month!

By Harper Lammle

Valentine's Day is an important holiday 
because, if celebrated, it shows to your 
loved ones that you care. But have you 
ever stopped and wondered, "where did 
Valentine's Day come f rom?" That will 
easily be answered here.

St. Valentine?s Story

St. Valentine was a remembered priest 
that risked his life for not just his love, 
but for all love.

In ancient Rome, it is said that Emperor 
Claudius II banned all marriages 
because he thought married men were 
bad soldiers. But St. Valentine secret ly 
put on weddings because he and many 
others thought love was important. 
Soon he was caught by Claudius and 
thrown in the dungeon. He fell in love 
with the jail keeper?s daughter. His 
sentence was met af ter he was 
married. Many remember his unfought 
sacrifice for his love and others?. And 
that is why we celebrate Valentine?s 
Day.



D.A.R.E.

By Kaiden Nair

Drugs Abuse Resistance Education 
Graduation is coming soon! Or you 
could say D.A.R.E Graduation. If you 
are wondering what D.A.R.E. is, it is 
taught by the police of ficer in this 
building (Of ficer Holmes) to 5th graders 
about how to avoid drugs. At the end 
of D.A.R.E, everyone is assigned to 
write an essay about D.A.R.E and how 
to persuade people not to do drugs. 
Once everyone is finished, they read it 
to the class. Af ter that, the teacher 
and Of ficer Holmes decide which 
student?s essay was best. One student 
is picked f rom each class to read in 
the East High School auditorium. In Mr 
Kearns? class Jayden Evil won. In Ms. 
Darst?s class Liam Maxwell won. In Ms. 
Renda?s class Megan Tilley won. In Mrs. 
Meyer?s class Zain Mayfield won. In 
Mrs Gimbel?s class Regan Carr won. In 
Mrs. Benson?s class Aamir Reed won. In 
Ms. Smith?s class Vance Mohr won. 
Congratulations to all the essay 
winners and to all the 5th graders for 
graduating. 

CURRENT EVENTS AT LCE

SCIENCE FAIR

By Harper Lammle

Pj ?s and Parties

Here at LCE we keep our spirit high. Speaking of which do you remember the LCE 
movie night? Well if you don't than here is a recap of LCE movie night. Did you know 
movie night was the same day of a Pj day? Yeah! The movie night was on Friday 
Dec.15th. I?m sure that kids still hung out in their Pjs on the weekends. Okay now let?s 
talk about the movie at movie night. At movie night we watched a classic film? ? ..Elf. 
Its not recognized as a classic, but it is a beloved family film.We recommend you watch 
it. Next is holiday parties! The days of the parties weren't definite, but we knew they 
were fun. The parties were held at dif ferent times and places.

Malfunction and Goodbyes

This past month at St.Peters Elementary there was a malfunction with a fire alarm,so 
as soon as the alarm went of f classrooms went of f through the doors. Some 
classrooms weren't ready and had to stand in the bit ter cold. We hope there?s no more 
malfunctions through the rest of the year. Speaking of the year on march 20th it's the 
first day of spring and that means it's close to the end of the school year so we?ll have 
to soon say goodbye to our fif t h graders.

By Aiden But ler

The school science fair is coming very soon (February 5). Only one grade is required to do 
a project, that is fif t h grade. Fif th graders learn about the dif ferent parts of an 
experiment and have to complete a project as part of their science grade.That being 
said, anyone can enter the science fair. Once the projects are up around school, make 
sure to check them out. You just might learn something new.

By Brooklyn Naravez

Ingredients

¼1/4 cup all purpose flour

¼1/4 cup sugar

¼1/4 cups cocoa powder

A little bit of salt

¼1/4 cup milk

¼1/4 cup butter,melted

2 large eggs lightly beaten

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

¼1/4 cup semi sweet chocolate chips

In a small mixing bowl stir flour, sugar, cocoa powder and salt together. Add milk, butter, eggs, and 
vanilla. Stir well. Put in chocolate chips. Put batter in two microwave safe cups. Then put a few more 
chocolate chips on. Put the microwave on high for 2 minutes. Let cake cool for 15 minutes and then 
eat.

**Before cooking, make sure to check with you parents or guardians to make sure you 
are being safe!

CHOCOLATE MUG CAKE



BILL NYE THE AUTHOR GUY

By Kaiden Nair

We all know our favorite science 
teacher Bill Nye The Science Guy f rom 
Youtube, but why was the last Bill Nye 
episode based on the Solar Eclipse? 
Well there are t wo reasons why. One 
is because the solar eclipse was the 
day af ter the video came out and t wo 
Bill Nye started to write a book series 
for kids called Jack and the Genius. 
This series is best for ages 8 through 
12. It is about this kid and his brother 
and sister. They are super smart. They 
use that intelligence to solve 
mysteries. The first story is called Jack 
and the Geniuses: At the Bot tom of 
the World. The book fair was at our 
school just a couple months ago and 
what has happened in that time? The 
second Jack and the Geniuses, and it 
will be awesome! It?s subtit le is: In The 
Deep Blue Sea. The third will be: Lost 
in the Jungle. Bill Nye is super fun so 
these books must be awesome!

SMARTT AIRFIELD

INTERESTING WORLD FACTS

By Vance Mohr

My grandfather Timothy Mohr is a retired citizen in St. Louis. He lives in a house close to St. 
Charles.

He has to find something to do, so every Thursday and Saturday, he goes to a World War 2 
Hangar. Smart t Airfield is the name of the hangar. It was named af ter Joseph Smart t who was 
one of the first men recorded to be K.I.A f rom the airfield. He t rained for one year at the airfield 
and on his first mission it would be his last. Af ter World War 2 was over the airfield was hit by a 
massive storm and the lighthouse was torn apart. Thankfully the light f rom the lighthouse 
survived. They have not rebuilt it yet, but they are thinking about rebuilding it. There are three 
planes f rom World War 2 at the hanger. The B25 Mitchell named af ter General William ?Billy? 
Mitchell, LE3 ?Grasshopper? named af ter its size, and last but not least the TBM Avenger made in 
1940 to avenge America. This is all of the Ghost squadron at the hanger but that?s not all they 
have.

They have old military t rucks and cars too, like my grandpa's army jeep and ambulance. The 
ambulance is rusted out so right now they're restoring it.That's also what they do, but you'll have 
read that in the next article.

By Aiden But ler

1. Antarctica is a desert!
2. Humans have only discovered 10% of the ocean!
3. Earth is the only planet in our solar system with tectonic 

plates!
4. The deepest point on earth is the Mariana Trench which 

is 36,000f t deep!
5. Whales are actually mammals! So are dolphins.
6. Humans share 50% of their DNA with a banana!

CZECH REPUBLIC
By Brooklyn Narvaez

Here are some facts about the Czech 
Republic.

Language: Czech

Continent: Europe

Capitol: Prague

Currency: Czech koruna

Fun fact: Czech Republic is separated in 
t wo parts, Bohemia and Moravia.



HISTORY UPDATE

Pearl Harbor and Bat t le of Bulge 
Anniversary

By Vance Mohr

Last month we had t wo anniversaries 
f rom over 75 years ago. Both f rom 
World War II though they are separated 
by 3 years but still almost as bad as 
one another. The first bat t le 
anniversary is the bat t le of Pearl 
Harbor. A day that President Franklin D 
Roosevelt said "will live in infamy". And 
it did because we also won the bat t le 3 
years later named Bat t le of the Bulge. 
Many brave men fought in the bat t le 
and many died in the bat t le. We had 
more W.I.A´s then K.I.A´s in the Bat t le of 
the Bulge though. But most of the men 
that were wounded in action were in 
critical condition. You would probably 
get the same answer f rom my Grandpa 
too even though he never fought in 
World War I2. But there are young yet 
much wiser men pulled it together like 
they had done many times before. 
Because they knew that they could hold 
the f ront line of the bat t le and that 
they did. Yet in Pearl Harbor it was a 
whole dif ferent story. Our men had 
never been in a real combat situation. 
And in that case we weren't ready for 
any at tacks. So the number deaths was 
pret ty high at a number of 8,318. But 
this will be continued some other 
clif f hanger.

RED WOLVES

CARTOON NETWORK REVIEW

By Marissa Livia

Red wolves are one of the t wo species of wolves in North 
America. The other one is the gray wolf. As their name 
suggests red wolves are known for the reddish color of their 
fur most apparent behind their ears and along the neck and 
legs.

DIET

The red wolves diet consists primarily of small mammals such 
as rabbits and rodents. They are also known to eat insects, 
berries and occasionally deer.

POKEMON ULTRA SUN & MOON

By Preston Catarnichi

Pokemon Ult ra Sun and Ult ra Moon are the step up f rom Pokemon Sun and Moon which came 
out t wo years ago! They added so many new features such as being able to get totem Pokemon, 
wormhole dimensions, and more hours of fun! The game even added a few new Pokemon and 
Pokemon forms. The Z-Moves added in Pokemon Sun and Moon also got an upgrade! The game 
also runs smoother than the original. Its like Pokemon Sun and Moon but with hours more of fun. 

By Kaiden Nair

In my opinion Cartoon Net work is a superhero channel. It has not just superhero shows for boys, but 
also for girls. And some of the shows are classic cartoons. Here are almost all the shows that I have 
heard of or watched.

Teen Titans GO!

We all know Batman and Robin are crime fighters but when Robin makes a team of superheroes, he was not so 
lucky with the heroes he got. Cyborg: Half robot, half human. Beast Boy: A green boy who can change into any 
animal (Including Dinosaurs). Raven: A demon who tries to fit in with everyone else. Starfire: A space princess. They 
may have unstoppable powers but they are hilarious and don?t fight villains as much and that drives Robin crazy!

 Ben 10

Ben Tennyson is an ordinary boy but with a special watch he found on summer vacation. That watch allows him to 
turn into 10 different types of aliens. He lives with his cousin Gwen and his Grandpa Max. They live in an RV called 
the Rustbucket. It is yet again another superhero show.

O.K. K.O! Let?s be Heroes!

This kid is named Ko and not as the wrestling move K.O. He wants to be a hero but in order to do that he must 
defended the plaza from the evil robot factory across the street, Boxmore. As in Lakewood Plaza Turbo, he works at 
a place called GARS with 2 workers known as Rad and Enid.

The Amazing World of Gumball

If you saw the book fair trailer you may have seen a cat singing a song and weird things happening to those 
animals. Gumball was the little boy cat singing the song. He goes to middle school with the fish which is his 
brother\pet. The little pink bunny is their sister Anais. She is the smartest in the family and the youngest. She is a 
grade above her brothers. The tall blue cat is the Mom Nichol. She is a serious caring lady and gets mad when 
when you make her. Richard is the big pink fat bunny and is a slacker. This family has hilarious adventures and is not 
a superhero show.

The Powerpuf f Girls

This is a superhero show with girl superheroes. Three girls in the Proffers chemical accident get turned into 
superheroes. But to them, they still want to be girls and help out the innocent. Is that even possible because they 
have different personalities?

Those we?re just a few of the shows on Cartoon Network to be able to watch. I really hope you just enjoy them as 
much as I do.

PADDINGTON 2
By Kaiden Nair

The curious hilarious bear has returned, 
Paddington! He is really enjoying the stay 
with the Brown family. But something 
exciting lurks around the corner? his Aunt 
Lucy's 100th birthday. He goes to an 
antique shop and finds the perfect gif t, 
a London pop-up-book. He looks around 
get ting jobs so he can buy the book, but 
then someone steals it. Now the Brown 
family and Paddington go through a 
dangerous adventure to get it back. Try 
sneaking in a marmalade sandwich to 
the movie theaters on January 12th!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rebootlogo.png


STUMP YOUR PARENTS

By Piper Lit t lepage

1. A dog's eye has how many eyelids?

A: 1 B: 2

C: 3 D: 423

2. About how many teeth will a shark 
lose in its lifetime?

A: 4,000 B: 30,000

C: 23,000 D: 120,000

3. Where is the world's tallest 
building?

A: New York, New York 

B: Moscow, Russia

C: Chicago, Illinois 

D: Dubai, United Arab Emirates

4. More _______ live in New Zealand 
than people.

A: River ot ters B: Sheep

C: Koalas D: Unicorns

Answers: 1C 2B 3D 4B

TONGUE TWISTERS

By Piper Lit t lepage

Tongue t wisters are a group of words that are 
hard to say. Here are some examples...

Purple penguins play ping pong

Bullf rogs blow big bubbles

Sneaky snakes slither slowly

Big bears bounce balls

Skinks think skunks stink

Beefy blazing bison burgers

Moths thought sloths got f laws

Flash crash ash splash

Fishy kissy fishy kissy

FUNNY FILL IN
By Piper Lit t lepage

Hold this up to you, and tell your f riend to say a word that goes into the word category under the 
blank. Make sure your f riend doesn?t see this. Af ter your done, read it out loud for a laugh.

My mom brought me to the grocery store on _____________(day of the week) so I could pick out my 
Valentine?s Day cards and help her with the _______________(verb ending in -ing). I began my search 
for the _____________(adjective ending in -est) pack. There was a whole aisle of 
______________(adjective) cards and _____________(sport) cards, but they just weren?t right. Finally, I 
saw a display for _____________(animal)-Man cards. Only one pack was left. I realized I wasn?t the only 
one eyeing them--a(n) _____________(adjective) kid looked at me,?I?ll ___________(verb) you for them.? 
As I dodged around a(n) ___________(adjective) display of ____________(noun, plural), my cart 
___________(past- tense verb) the edge, slowing me down. The other kid closed in, but our carts 
slipped on some ___________(liquid) on the floor and ___________(past-tense verb) toward a table of 
free _____________(noun, plural). ?____________(silly expression)!? I yelled as our carts 
____________(past-tense verb) into the table, then the card shelf. The pack of cards 
____________(past-tense verb) through the air and landed in a pot of ____________(something sticky) 
soup, splattering everywhere. I hope my friends like ____________(noun) Valentine?s Day cards 
instead.

VALENTINE'S DAY
By Keenan Williams

Valentine?s Day?The holiday associated with love and hearts will return. What can 
you do to get into the spirit of Valentine?s Day?

First, there is the ever-so-popular heart that contains chocolates. As Valentine?s Day 
comes along, you can do chores to rack up some money to get those chocolates 
for? well? that special someone.

It doesn?t end there. You can do some Valentine?s crafts. It doesn?t even end there. 
You can also do some cooking. This article, though, does not advise cooking alone. 
Make sure you have an adult to help you! For some Valentine?s pancakes, you will 
need the following:

Red food coloring
1 and ½ cups all-purpose flour
1 and ¼ cups milk
3 and ½ teaspoons baking powder
1 egg
1 teaspoon salt
3 tablespoons melted butter
1 tablespoon white sugar
Heart sprinkles

For a craft, here are the steps for a craft:

On a blank piece of paper, draw a big heart. Then find colorful pieces, in red shades, 
of paper. Cut or rip up the pieces of the paper(s). Then apply glue to the inside of the 
heart. Sprinkle the pieces of paper. Then push down on the pieces of paper. Above 
the heart, write the name of the special someone. Refrain from doing so if you do it 
for fun.

That is what you can do for Valentine?s Day.

HARRY POTTER MATCH
Piper Littlepage

Match the Harry Potter characters to their pets:

Characters:Pets:

A: Ron Weasley 1. Fawkes the phoenix

B: Hermione Granger 2. Trevor the toad

C: Neville Longbottom 3. Fang the dog

D: Hagrid 4. Crookshanks the cat

E: Dumbledore 5. Pigwidgeon the owl

Answers: A5 B4 C2 D3 E1

By Preston Catarnichi

Cupheads is a game that was released in 
September last year and has been in the 

productions since 2010 and just recently was 
released! All of the artwork is drawn by 
hand and it's beautifully put together! It?s 

artwork is all based on 1930?s animation and 
it?s also one of the hardest games around! 
It?s like Mickey Mouse meets Mario and the 

creators say they spent all their time and 
savings just to create this 20$ game!

CUP  HEAD 



Time. A Thing No One Has Enough Of. 
An Apology note to the readers of delivering Ostrich Brothers: Generations to the next newspaper. Sorry.

By Kaiden Nair

Time is a thing everyone wants to control. We want to make it go faster to finish a test. We want it to go slower so we have a longer winter break. But sadly when I needed time to 
go slower, it never came. I needed more opportunities to get the second Ostrich book done. If you remember the first newspaper, on the last page was a huge article that was 
called ?When Worlds Collide?. It said ?FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENS NEXT IN OSTRICH BROTHERS: GENERATIONS!? Well the newspaper you're reading is suppose to have the story, 
but I didn't have enough time to finish, so I apologize for the delay. But here's a sneak peek.

17 years ago, 2017 April

?Dude I don?t want to get expelled I'll accept that there is a ghost in this building, but do we have to do this?? Kaiden whined. ?Come on! How fun would it be to catch Cranberry!? 
said Conner Service, the leader of the ostriches. ?Okay, we all know that Cranberry is in the school basement so that's why Dominic will hack the cameras and make them shut 
down. All the teachers including Mr. Janaske will go to the front office ,and we sneak in the building with him. Once we?re inside, Elliot will clog the toilets in the boys bathroom 
which will make the custodians come. Kaiden you?ll tell Mr. Scott that you we?re going to the restroom and you noticed the toilets were clogged. Cohen, you run down the hallway 
with Dominic and Tyler and make sure no teachers are left. Give us the signal that we gave you when the cost is clear. Christian, Caleb, and Tucker will be watching outsid,e and if 
the whistle blows then give us the code word. If the coast is clear, me, Dominik, and Kaiden will go to the basement with Elliot who will say that he?s going to the 4th grade 
bathroom. Once we?re near the basement Cohen, Dominic, and Tyler should be there with us. Everyone know what they're doing? Kaiden you have to whine, no, good. Dominic 
you know what to do.?

Dominic pulled out his phone and started to type.? Whoa, Fort Zumalt Schools have load of security, but I?m better than them.? Dominic muttered. ?Yes, got it.? he said. The 
teachers were starting to walk into the building. ?Follow Mr. Janaske.??Conner said in a silent way. The boys followed the teachers in quietly without being noticed. Once Mr. Janaske 
got inside the building, he headed straight towards the office as Elliot went to the 5th grade restrooms. ?This is gonna be fun.? Elliot said with a grin. Kaiden started to walk to Mr. 
Scott. ?I?m going to get ISS for this, I?m going to get ISS for this,? he muttered to himself. ?Hey, what?s up Kaiden.?Mr Scott said as Kaiden got to him. ?I was heading down the 
restroom and all the toilets we?re clogged.? Kaiden said as he puts a thumbs up behind his back. Elliot ran to the basement but did not open the door. ?Hey Kaiden why don?t you 
go to the 4th grade restroom while I clean it up.? Kaiden went to the the direction of 4th grade restroom but actually went to the basement with Elliot. Conner pulled out his walkie 
talkie. ?Hey Cohen, Dominic, Tyler you're up.? They ran down the hallway then went to the basement. ?I?m going to get fired from Safety Patrol as well.? Kaiden said and sighed. 
?Hey guys how we doing outside?? Conner asked as Dominic was trying to block Mrs. Sanker out of the cameras. ?Nemo.? Cohen yelled down the hallway. Conner and Dominik 
ran to the basement. ?Christian, are we doing good out there?? Conner asked as he put his hand on the doorknob.

?We?re just swinging and there?s no ringing and when I say 'weeee' it is actually just me because CALEB AND TUCKER LEFT ME HANGING AND PLAYED BASKETBALL!? Christian 
said. ?This job is so boring, so we decided to leave.? said Caleb in the background. ?This is a big game! So many people are here such as Aalan, Austin, Caleb, Kodey, Jordan, 
Jayden,  Nevah, Logan, Alex, and loads more!? said Tucker also in the background. ?Okay I?m going in,? said Conner as he turned the doorknob. They all went down the stairs and 
Conner closed the door. Something glowed in the basement, a red glow. ?What in the world?? Elliott said. ?Is that Nemo?? Cohen said after. ?I am Cranberry,? said a boy the same 
height as Kaiden, but completely red. ?I am Cranberry.? he said in a shy voice. ?Why do you haunt this school?? said Dominic. ? I don?t haunt this school, and I am not a ghost,? 
Cranberry replied. ?LIAR! Mr. Israel got sucked into his closet and returned out 5 minutes later with a horrified look on his face!? Dominic replied back. ?That was because his guitar 
only had 2 strings on it, and he cried in there.? Cranberry said as if he knew it all. ?Aha, proof you said you knew about it which means you did it!? Conner said. ?YEAH!? Tyler 
chimed in. ?Uh guys Megan, Mariah, Sammy, Kyra, Regan, and Madeline are coming.? Christian said over the walkie-talkie. ?Call them the right name otherwise I won?t understand 
you.? Conner said still looking at Cranberry. Christian groaned. ?Fine. The Unicorns are coming.? ?Why don?t you be like us for your life?? Kaiden said. Cranberry started to release red 
lights from his eyes and then it turned off. ?I?m a troublemaker,? he said. Then Cranberry stormed out of the basement. The ostriches followed him onto the playground and started 
to rise. ?Oh no you don?t.? Conner said and then then grabbed onto Cranberry. Then Conner began to rise. ?Buddy!!? Dominic yelled to his best companion .Dominic grabbed onto 
Conner's foot. ?Nemo!!!? Cohen yelled to Dominic. Cohen grabbed onto Dominic's foot. It kept on going until Dominic was holding onto the net of the basketball hoop. Cranberry 
won the tug-a-war battle. Cranberry was out of sight as the ostriches landed to the ground safely.

To Be Continued...

Goop
An Original Story by Keenan Williams

?One ounce borax,? said Burk gallantly. Louis measured one ounce of borax and poured it into a mix.

?Two ounces PVA,? said Burk gallantly. Louis measured two ounces of PVA and poured it into the same mix.

?Now stir,? said Burk gallantly. Louis stirred for several minutes. He hit an edge of the glass bowl hard, causing it to topple off the table. He crouched to catch the bowl in hands, but 
it slipped right through and hit the floor. The farthest glass shard was about 10 inches. Others went about 5 inches. The sticky clump now had glass shards burrowed in it.

?YOU IMBECILE!? yelled Burk. ?NOW THE SCHOOL IS NEVER GONNA LET US HEAR THE END OF IT!?

Louis looked at Burk like he broke his laptop. ?ME? IMBECILE? NEVER!? he yelled. The two were at it like mangy dogs until Lindsay opened the door. She took one step back, 
paused, and another step, and another pause, and another step, this time closing the door. Burk and Louis went on like nothing happened. ?THIS IS YOUR FAULT!? they both yelled.

?HA!? said Lindsay, opening the door and pointing. As Burk and Louis heard the knob, they quickly grabbed the brooms and pretended to sweep. Lindsay looked mad with the top 
half of her eyes closed and almost shut the door.

Before she fully closed the door, Louis ran out the door, pushing it, causing Lindsay to nearly topple. Lindsay almost closed the door, and then Burk pushed the door and ran out 
the room. This time, Lindsay fell. After a short recovery, she ran after the two. They skidded down halls, used classrooms as a place to turn around, and nearly tripped. Then Louis 
and Burk ran into the boy?s room to hide. Lindsay chuckled curiously, but slyly.

?Tricky much?? she said, undaunted. Finally, after half a minute, the two boys walked out.

?EEEEYYAAAAAGGGHHH!? yelled Lindsay as if it were a battle cry while pouncing on the two boys.

?Hey!? said Louis. ?That hurt!?

?Ouch!? said Burk. ?Oww!?

?WHAT IN IN THE NAME OF AMERICA IS GOING ON?? yelled a 37-year-old. The three gulped. It was the principal, Mr. Packard. ?See me at 3:50 P.M.,? he said, handing them one 
pink slip each.

I got my first detention, thought Burk.

The three sat, very bored.

?How much more of this?? asked Louis, pretending his voice is hoarse.

The next day, they made the slime without anymore mishaps. Burk was still daunted.

?Poow widdle Buwk still sad about his fiwst detention?? taunted Louis.

?Zip it,? said Burk.

?Quit being chuckleheads,? said Lindsay. ?Let?s present this."

The three left, bowl in hands.


